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ON TM, NEW FORMULA OF 'THE INTENSITT OF RADJATION AND NEW CHARACTERISTICS

OF TH, TRIJISPJVRNCY CY THZ AIR

by

Kh. Youri

In actinometry there are used various formulas for determining the di-

rect radiation of the sun in the case of atmosphere of invariable tranenar-

enrcy.

Some of these formulas were obtqined empirically, and some of them tbeo-

retically.

In the latter case one starts generally with the weakening of the mono-

chromatic radiation in the atmosphere. The intensity, however, of the

integral radiation is found by the monochromatic radiation.

In the present report the auth-.)r derives a "'ormula of the intensity of

the integral radiation somewhat differently, namely, assuming that the coeffi-

cient of the weakening of the integral radiation, with invariable transpar-.

ency of the atmosphere, ib a function of the number of masses !. After deter-

mining the suitable conditions rolative to the weakening of the integral ra.

diat'ion it was poesible to derive a formula of intensity sufficiently vell

in agreement with actuality. This formla contains a magnitude almost Inde-

pendent of m, which ono can make use of as a new characteristic of the at-

meo spere.

Let the coefficient of the weakening of the inteeral radiation of the

sun in the atmosphere be k, whereby IE corree.onds to a certain unit of the

number of masses. By assuming that k under invar!%b]e transparency depends

on t•he number of masses m one can write the equation for the integral radiation:

dS -(m)SM(I)

By integrating this equation in accordance with m within the limits
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Il

from to m, we obtain S. S., exp- k h() dp] (2)

On the other hand it is known that the intensity of the integral radia-

tion.under in-ariable transparency is e•pressed by the intensity of the mono-

chromatic radiation in the following fashion

S. -- .- S0 exp (--km) d, (8)

where SoA represento, as corresponds to the length of the wave A. the Inten-

sity of the radiation on the uioper boundary of the atmosphere. and 1is the

coefficient of weakening corresponding to the length of the wave

From ti e equations (2) and (3) we obtainu

S., exp [ (p) digS 0 x(-k m) A (3)

For determining I(m) we will differentiate this expression in accord-

dance with, -mi[ b
dacewih - exp[ _S k Li) djIk(rn)mý-hASu.exp(....kjm)dA.0 (3b,)

Hence

k (m)m - , 4Se i as) d

The equation (4) determines the dependence of k on a in invariable trans-

parency. Hence it is possible to draw some conclusionst

1. If conet, i. e., the weakening of the radiation is notselective,

then the coefficient of the weakening of the integral radiation of the inte-

gral radiation 1(p) = const. Under selective absorption and dispersion

the coefficient of weakening of the integral rtdiation I depends on I

Consequently the asmumotion made in the derivation of the formula (1)

tkat k dei~ends on m Is correct.

2. In accordance with the formula (4) .(!L) are determined by 8 o,A and

k X. AR a result of the fact that the dependence of 8o,ý and kt on A is

composite, in the determination of k(E_) we comie up against great difficulties.

In taking the formula (4) it in neressary to have recourse to great six.-
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plifications relative to So,A and kA. as a result of which there Is basis

for doubt as to the correspondence of the results of the calculation with

actuality.

In this report in determiniug •E(R), proceeding from the indicated assump-

tions., there is derived the corresponding ex-oression for k_. m and found the

corresponding formula of the intensity of direct radiation. In comparing

the results of the computations by this formula with the actually measured

intensities one can Judge as to the agreement of the assumption made with

the actual facts.

Let us introduce the following assumptions relative to the earth's at-

mownhere from the voint of view of the weakening of the radiation.

1. The atmoshere consists of layers in which the amount of substance

weakening radiation in the horizontal direction is constant., sad

2. in the indicated layers the amount of substance weakening radiation

does not change in the course of the neriod under consideration, for example,

a day. This condition is identical with the requirement of the invariabLe

transparency of the atmosphere.

In considering the real atmosphere from the point of view of the con-

ditions mentioned one should note that the air layers which are next to the

surfah.e of the earth contain some kind of a substance which weakens the ra-

diation ununiformly. This circumstance affects the weakening of the radi-

ation in proportion as the path of the beam in the layer under consideration

Is greater aud as the gradient of the amount of substance weakening the ra-

diation is greater. The first depends on the thickness of the layer and

on the height of the sun, the second, however, on the homogeneity of the

soil and on local factors.

Over a more or less uniformly covered surface in the absence of sources

of smoke or dust with the sun as high as possible, one may consider that the
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air layer next to the earth's crust weakens the radiation uniformly.

With the increase in the height the effect of the soil and local factors

decreases, and at the same time the gradient of the substance which weakens

the radiation of the air layer, remains more uniform.

With regard to another condition, under certain conditions of the weather

in the courbe of a short interval of time one can also conbider the transpar-

ency of the atmos.*hpre as constant.

___•_In conclusion one may nay that

"in real atmosphere under cerutnin situ-

* ations the above-mentioned conditions

are observed.

With the number of masses m_ let

rig. 2. For deriving the formula or

the coefficient of the weakening of

intensity of direct molar radiation (16)
the integrul radiation in the layer

under consiuleration be -i. and the number of masses with the lowering of the

height of the sun be increased to the magnitude dim. Since iii depends on m_
e

it also changes by some value dki. Let us assume that the decreube in the

coefficient of weakening in proportional to the relative increase in the

number of masses k! (Fig. 1).. m (S)

In that came

where Bi is a magnitude not deoendent on m.

By integrating the latter earreosion in accordance with m_ we will get:

A - in- B,+I mt (6)

One can determine the constant integration of ri from the conditions

with m : 1 let us take ki = Ai. In that came .

If the atmosphere consists of n layers the coefficient of weakening of
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meL. (4
the whnle atmosphbere . .• .

k =m - daft.

By designating a

A =A. zBo-a.

we get:

k(m) =A -- B I n (81

By substuting in the formula (2) instead of k(m) the resmective eiroression

from the formula (8) we get:

&=S., EPI[ A mm i] (9)

By performing the integration in the exroonent and designating

e-(A-4. i.aA(10)

we get:

This formula is noticeably simplified if we take 1:

"", "(12)

or

(, -(13).

By corparing the formula (12) with Bouguer's formula

S.uUsP, (14)
we see that

-a H a, - (15).

By taking ma 1 we reveal the physical essence of a_.; then al = pl, 1. e..

el i the coefficient of the transparency of t.e air with m = 1.

Keeping in mind the latter one may write the formula (13) in the fol-

loving form: &-Spa' (16)

The formula found contains two unknowns, • and B, for the finding of

which one should determine the value of the intensity for two numbers of

masses. For facilitating the computations by the formula (16) a corre-
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sponding nomogram has been prepared L71_7. The validity of t.h- formula (16)

has been checked on the basis of the data of S. I. Siwkov L72-Je and Sh. M.

Chkhaidze L73J_. The results of the commuations are given in the tables

I and 2.

Table 1

Deviations of the intensity commuted by the formula (16) from

Sivkovl's figures

1.0 1.5 21 .3 [4.J~ a
0.60 -0.010 O.90.013 --0.'013 -0.009 0.002 0.001 Z0.C0M
0.65 -0.021 -0.001 0.011 o..2. o 00 9 o.-0-P02 o L, 0.006
0.70 -0.012 0006 0.01, -0.003, -0.012 -0.003 0=02 tO.0
0.75 -0.012 0.009 0.003 -0.003 -0.009 - .0,04 0.003 t 0.N'6
0.80 -0.IOl 0.007 *0.02 -0.0031 - 0M005 -0.0031 0.001 ±t 0.004
o.o 0-04o. o1 o 0.000 1-0.0021 -. •I -. • I =o.o04

Te:(a) .aegde.to.

Table 2

Deviations of the intensity comupted by the formula (16) from

Chkhaidzes' figures

1.0 .1 2.0 25 30 35 4
P• 0.005 0 .0 0.000 0.0 0 0.002 10.000 ! -o.0.0
Ps 0.005 0.000 0000 '-1.002 0.000 0.o 00 :t ±0.002

h~ -0.002 -006-0.004 .090 000 0.000 o" -O*±0.003

P# -WI--O. M 1-0.00 I-o.• 0:00, o.•:Oq ý

The value B which depends on the transparency of the atmosphere, and

deterrinable by the formula (16) can be used as a new characteristic of the

atmorohere. The physical value B is apmarent frtm the formula (5). a shov

the decrease in the coefficient of weakening k If the relative change In

the number of masses o 1.

By comparing B of the real atmosphere with BO of the ideal atmosphere

'Translator's note: The text has the references numbered incorrectly.
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one can determine the new chtiracteristic ot transparency y (17)

More detailed data relasitve to 3 are given in the article by the

author C2_.
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